
KS  Freudenberg, 3a, Perino Wednesday, 3 September 2008

Name: ............................................... 

I Vocabulary Check:
1 ekelhaft 11 vergleichen
2 besetzt 12 hinterlassen, verlassen
3 Um Himmels Willen! 13 ein-/ ausschalten
4 rufen, schreien (cry) 14 verlegen
5 hässlich (ugly) 15 sich Mühe geben
6 (ein Thema) ansprechen 16 eitel
7 absichtlich 17 mager, dünn (thin, slim)
8 erstaunt (surprised) 18 Klischee
9 aufgeben – es schaffen 19 (sich) verbessern
10 gut / schlecht sein in 20 zurücksetzen

(10 P)

II EXERCISE - MODAL VERBS: Fill in the blank with modal verbs (can, could / may,
might / shall, should / must / have to: positive, negative, question).  Write one answer:
the most appropriate one, but do NOT use “will” or “would”.

Ex. .................................... please turn that stereo down?                                        asking favour
Could you/Can you    please turn that stereo down?
I'm sorry, but I  (negative modal)--> can't /can not hear you. ability
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III Complete these sentences using present or past infinitive structures with modal verbs:
1 They (eat) ................................................................. more, we will not get anything for the

next 12 hours!
2 If you run you (catch) ................................................................. the train.
3 We were just lazy sods, you know, we (do) ................................................................. much

more to prepare that test, and so we (get) ................................................................. much
better marks.

4 Sorry, we (not know) ................................................................. that at the time. We only
heard about it much later. (5 P)

IV Describing people: say something about these people’s age, height and build, 
hair, general impression. Use 20 different expressions all in all.

1

2

(15 P)

both!
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pick 3 of these to describe age, height and build, hair, general impression (just like above)

(25 P)
V

(5 P)

Additional task: choose any one 
of the above people and write a
text about their personality (you
assume!) and what their daily life
looks like. Use back page to write.
(a maximum of 10 P for 100 words)


